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About This Game

Akagi Ai is unexpectedly stabbed on her way home from school. She finds her spirit possessing her body from earlier that day,
and must collaborate with the past self that inhabits her body to discover why she keeps dying -- and why she keeps coming

back. Along the way, she becomes entangled with mysterious goings-on that have entrapped her friends.

Manna for our Malices is a decision-heavy visual novel with branching, time loops, and scenes that unlock progressively as you
uncover new clues.
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Publisher:
Double Mojo
Release Date: 12 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Pentium

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: 16 colors

Storage: 300 MB available space
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I'm surprised at how much I actually like this so far. It's a visual novel horror version of Groundhog Day. I'm sure I was
butchering the names but I really enjoyed following the story up to the point I'm at right now. You basically die at the end of
every day and then the next day you try to make choices that will result in you not dying the next day. So, you may have ate
lunch in the classroom yesterday. Tomorrow maybe try the library. Yesterday you cleaned up after class. Maybe tomorrow you
try leaving instead. I can see how this could possibly branch out into many, many permutations.

I'm excited to see where it goes. If you're curious or you just want to see the game in action, feel free to check out my videos.
I've only done one so far but there will be a series as soon as I get some more recorded:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3_ugVRvbdY4
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